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Beguilers MMORPG Metaverse
Beguilers.com - The Game v1.0 stable
By Unsub23 / Michael Sanders / SavvyClique

Game Concept:
MMORPG style, 3D persistent metaverse. Magic based combat. PVP w/ Karmic
Rating System. Unlike most MMORPG, turned based system, Beguilers will be fast
paced, action-packed game play similar to Battle Royal Mode FPS TPS games, ie
Fortnite, Apex, Cod, etc. Initial released platform will be Windows PC - Keyboard Mouse controls, with ports to all other platforms in future releases and updates.
- MacOS - Playstation - XBox - GeForce Now - More
Style, Colors:
The design style and colors of the game will be a mix of semi realistic, and
cartoonish. Low Poly Models with High-Resolution sky, water, and environments.
Far more emotive movements than the games mentioned. More bounce, glide,
hop, slide to the running, jumping, and even standing/stance, breathing motions.
The environment is far more realistic than the avatars. The avatars and
environment will be hyper-colored like a cartoon/anime style.
Movement:
Standard and Familiar keyboard/mouse controls.
The base movements include:
[W] Walk
[W]+[SHIFT] Run
[A - D] Sidestep
[S] - Backward
[W]+[CTRL] Forward Slide
[SPACE] - Jump
[SPACE] "Timed" [SPACE] Double Jump
Health, Mana, Protection Points:
When spell casting in Beguilers, your spell casts similar to guns in that you hit or
miss the target, aiming the cast is done via crosshairs. You can absorb a direct hit,
but you will take 1/2 damage, in trade for your next attack doing 1.5 normal
damage. You can dodge. Spells take mana to cast. Mana reginerates at 1.0% per
second by default. Headshots do more damage than body shots.
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Player Level, Weapon Builds and Gem Combinations:
The player wielded, main hand weapon that all players use is a focuser of spell
energy, as well as a 1 handed damage weapon. What decides that type of magic
energy us send out of the business end of the focuser are called Gems. Gems
come in a variety of kinds, and types. As in the KIND of magic coming out, and the
TYPE of spread it uses.
Gem Kinds & Types:
Gems come in kinds such as Fire, Plague, Growth, Ice, and Blood. They
different types allow for unique spell energy spreads similar to different barrels
and ammunition in a traditional gun.
Gem Types & Range:
Rapid Burst - Long Range
Rapid Burst - Short Range
Single Shot - Mid Range
Repeat Shot - Mid Range
Charged Release - Long Range +Zoom View
Charged Stored - Charged & Held Till Release - Long Range
Wide Blast - Short Range
Tossed-Timed - Max Throwing Distance. 5 count area effect damage
Spell Types:
Spell types range from:
Direct Damage - Targeted Damage
Area Effect Damage - Damage To All In Range Of Blast.
Damage Over Time - Targeted Damage Over Time.
Movement Impairment - Slow, Root
Movement Increase - Speed +100 to base
Direct Heal - Frendly Targeted Heal.
Area Effect Heal - Heals All In Range
Beneficial Buffs - Damage Absorption, +Health, +Mana, Temp Attunement.
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Spells, Gems, Damage
The following is the damage output of the official list of spells that will be available
in the initial release of the game.
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Game UX UI
The game interface will be familiar you most gamers, while being optimized to
maximum field of view. Adjustable UI scale and transparency.

Custom Concept UI Design - Subject to change prior to initial release. *Game Environment Simulated.
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Karma & Faction System (KFS)
*This system will be minimally implemented in the initial release, and fully
integrated with later patches and content releases.
*Consequences for Non-Consensual PVP Damage & Engagement System.
*Core of Karma PVP System.
*KFS Overview:
If an user engages and fellow users in non-consensual pvp, meaning not initialed
by deul, the initiating users will receive -1.0 Karma Points (damage) and -50.0 for
(killing) a fellow users. The offending user's player arua will turn red. aka
translucent red flames that engulf the user visually, but does no damage.
For each negative point of karma received, the users will retain the red arua for
30 mins, real-world time. While flagged all other users are allowed to kill the
offender and receive 0.0 karmic retribution for killing the user. After the offenders
"time out" has ended, The offenders karma will return to 100, and the aura will go
away. Users that continue to offend and reach -100 karma receive a black aura
that is permanent. These users are referred to as PKer or Player Killers.
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The Founder Coins (NFT)

LIMITED EDITION 1/1 NFT FOUNDS ACCOUNTS (5000)

Beguilers.com - The Game v1.0 stable
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Founders Access:
By purchasing a Early Access Founders Pass NFT, founders receive full game
access forever. These passes are transferable via NFT marketplaces. The following
is a list of Founder Benefits that you receive:
Founders Chests:
Ingame loot chests that Founders receive each month. These items are always
very rare, and very limited edition. These chests include ingame currency, and
items that are for ingame use only, and not attached to resellable NFT assets.
Founders NFT Loot Drops
Unique ingame items that are ownership synced to NFT assets that can be sold
and transferred via NFT marketplaces.
Founders Ancestral Family Surname
Each founder account is attached to a Founding Ancestral Family. Founders
receive surnames and titles not available to non founding members.
Founders Counsel Membership & Voting Rights
As an active Founders Stone Holder, the users also retains voting rights, and a
seat at the Founders Council. The Council votes and helps decide the future
direction of the game and world! If the Early Access Founders Pass NFT is sold, all
powers contained within are transferred to the new owner. This includes
everything except previous months bonus, already received by previous owner.
All future items and powers transfer.
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Focusers: (Main Hand)
A main hand weapon, that allows 5 gems to be set into it. Each gem providing a
combination of magical abilities including, Direct Damage, Heals, Mana Injection,
Movement modifiers, and Stuns.
Reflectors: (Off Hand)
An offhand item that allows 50% negative effects received, and next attack is
+1.5% base damage.
Gems:
Special gemstones that are focus into pure spell energy of each type, that can be
directed via the Focuser at another player, doing magic damage. Each gem is
attuned to a specific magic type, ie Fire, Decay, Growth, Ice, Blood.
Amulets:
Amulets are the tuning-fork to your specialty magic type, ie Fire, Decay, Growth,
Ice, Blood. If your Amulet is attuned to the gems set in your focuser, you will get
Maximum Effects of your spell. Some gems combinations apply resistance forces
to the gems, limiting they potency.
Relics:
Are vessels that allow you to cast a spell into the vessel, allowing the single casts
to be stored and given to someone else, as a one time use spell effect. All amulet
effects effect spells attuned damage and effect.
Spells:
Spells fire through the focuser & gem. The spell itself and its level determine the
damage output. Modifiers such as Focuser and Gem rarity can enhance damage
output, or add additional effects such as slows, dots, etc.
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Ingame stats of any and every type are recorded and stored, forever.
Achievements:
All ingame completed quests and achievements are recorded and accessible via
our public API.
Ingame User Statistics:
All ingame stats such as kill count, spells casted, types, etc are recorded and
stored for public consumption via our Restful API Integration.
Restful API Accessible Public Statistics / Developers Portal:
Publicly accessible data via our Restful API designed to support developers of
supporting, and competition websites.
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Game Access:
The MetaMask wallet is utilized to control access to the game, by verifying the
user's is the current owner of the pass, and receive all attached rights, access,
and ownership.
Access Level:
The attached access levels of the stored user NFTs related to the game.
Cryptocurrency Wallet:
Storage of user cryptocurrency balance, and method for purchasing ingame
currency that can be withdrawn from the game, converted into approved
cryptocurrency and deposited to user wallet.
NFT Storage Wallet:
Storage of all owned, game related NFT.
Blockchain Lookup and Ownership Verification:
Used to verify current ownership all nft synced assets and access.
These features will be achieved using a combination of: Minty, IPFS, MetaMask.
and custom written software.
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Ingame currency: $HEX
The ingame unit of currency. Used ingame only. Allows for free and fast
transactions within the game, without incurring high crypto related fees and gas.
This currency is able to be converted into a gold bars that can then be converted
to the cryptocurrency of your choice.
Conversion & Withdraw:
$HEX currency is able to be converted into a gold bar, a frozen asset. This asset
cannot be spent ingame, unless minted back into $HEX ingame currency coins.
Once minted into a bar, it has a set value, and can be converted and withdrawn
into any of the top, approved cryptocurrency into the user owned crypto wallet.
From there the user can transfer it anywhere or convert it into their home
country currency.
Ingame / Realworld Currency Exchange:
Internal exchange allowing for purchase and conversion of cryptocurrency to
ingame $HEX currency, and conversion from $HEX to minted bars, that can be
converted back into any approved cryptocurrency, and withdrawn from the
system to the users wallet.
Tax Preparation Docs:
The system will generate monthly tax preparation documentation that is able to
be exported from our website, and imported into popular tax software packages.
This document will list all of your inbound and outbound transactions.
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NFT Owned Asset Sync:
Most the of items within the world are attached, and have synced ownership attached
to NFT assets. Basically the real world owner of the NFT is the ingame owner of the
attached asset. That assets ownership can be transferred via NFT to another owner,
who assumes all ownership, access, and rights attached to the NFT object.
Ingame Owner Assets:
Some items are designed to be non-transferable, and as such are not attached to NFT
assets, and can not be transferred to another user. These items include things like
awards, titles, and some creature anf quested drop items.
NFT Beguiler Access Passes: (NFTBAP)
Primary access to Beguiler The Online Game is provided via the purchase, and
ownership of an official NFT Beguiler Access Pass They sell via NFT Marketplaces like
OpenSea for a base price, upon batch release of $42.00 USD equivalent in minted
blockchain cryptocurrency. By owning a NFTBAP, and having it actively stored in your
MetaMask Wallet, grants you base access to the game.
Special Access Beguiler Passes:
Some NFTBAP we drop are not only limited edition artwork, and access to the game.
Some also provide special access, monthly gifts, voting rights and more. Currently the
only NFTBAPs offering special access are the Beguiler Founders Coins. These make you
a founding member of the game with special rewards, worthy of a Founder.
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Cosmetic Avatar/Item Skins:
Purchase alternate ingame graphic versions of avatars, spell effect, emots,
dances, and more for ingame $HEX currency, purchasable via cryptocurrency or
USD via credit card. All items are NFT synced and require a cryptocurrency wallet
such as MetaMask, Coinbase, etc; to allow for transfer and storage in IPFS.
Ingame / Realworld Currency Exchange:
Internal exchange allowing for purchase and conversion of cryptocurrency to
ingame currency, and conversion from ingame currency to minted bars, that can
be converted back into any approved cryptocurrency, and withdrawn from the
system to the users wallet.
NFT Marketplace:
Our own NFT Marketplace for the sale and resell of game related NFT synced
assets such as Access Passes, Items, and More.
Ingame Auction House:
An ingame auction house to sell and buy ingame, non-nft game items.
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Beguilers.com - World Map
The world map is made up of 5 territories, controlled by the 5 Founding Kingdoms. Each is the
ancestral home, and cultural corner-stone of the original 1000 founders of each the 5 Founding
Families. Totaling 5000.
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*Concept Map w/ POI that map change before final release.

Resources & Wildlife
The world is filled with the resources required for users to harvest, gather, and craft, potions and
consumable ingame items. These items are all one-time use.
Magical Creatures & Monsters
The world is filled with locations that are home to some of the most powerful magical creatures
and monsters founds anywhere, in any realm. Some of these monsters require a team, or several
teams of players to best. The treasures these beings provide on death are some of the most prized
magic objects in the game, and tend to resell on the NFT after-marketplaces for large sums of
money, as they are VERY limited edition. Some are unique, 1/1 items. Never to return to the game
again!
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Beguilers: Future Release
Features
Future Versions: 2.0 & 3.0
Future Release(s) Feature Release:
The following are game mechanics and features that will be added to the game in the future release
of versions 2.0 and 3.0 of the game. The initial release may have some, beta versions, of this
functionality for beta-testing / load-balancing purposes. Release order will be voted on by player
based council members.
Charmed Buff Pets:
Spell ability to “CHARM” a world wildlife creature in a container. Contains variety in look. Bottle, Lamp,
Crystal, etc. Once captured, and leveled to the point of LOYAL, The pets are able to buff you, your
group, and eventually mass group buff your fellow travelers. Loyal Charmed Pets are synced with
matching pre-made NFT collectables, allowing the pet, with stats to be sold in the NFT Aftermarket.
Pets are leveled by caring for their every need. Food, cleaning, positive attention, and sometimes
medications. If your pets stays healthy and happy it will level. Once it reaching full potency, it
becomes self sufficient, no longer needing anything other than positive attention sessions.
Mass Group Buffs:
Ability to cast beneficial spell enhancement all players in range. Limited time effects.
AI/ML Quest Engine:
Creates quests on the fly and tracks results. Adjusts quest requirements based on quest success or
failure/in-complete status. Adjusts payout or quest steps to make quests not too hard, not too easy.
Perfect for level of reward you receive.
AI/ML Competitive Pro Fishing System
Catch are synced NFT collectables rarity and catch locations calculated by AI.
World & Named Mob Spawn Rituals:
Crafted materials ingredients, and ritual based spawn system, including required timers, and times
of day or night to get monster to spawn. Mobs disappears if not engaged within a set timeframe, so
as not to wonder and destroy all in its path.
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Beguilers: Future Release
Features
Future Versions: 2.0 & 3.0
Expanded Chat Channels Commands / Knowledge Base System:
Expanded chat channel system similar to IRC is functionality. Private channel creation and join.
Restricted channels for family, city, etc. Realtime, twitch like, chat Bots that API return in game
information, and moderate chat channels. Interconnected in-game support ticket system.
Five Man Group Voice Chat System
Robust live voice chat system that is integrated to the game, with proximity based, voice volume
effects. Sounds like your speaking in a cave when you are in a cave. Yelling from a long distance will
sound like its coming from a long distance. System will launch with Discord Channel for Support and
In-game Voice Chat for initial release.
Immersive, Group Viewable, 3D World Atlas System
Google Maps Connected. Simi Realtime, group viewable atlas system. Anonymous Player Dots On
Map. Point Of Interest locations. Google Street View from inside mapping system for a group
immersive experience, and safe group surveying of points of interest from anywhere in-game.
AI/ML Wildlife Ecosystem
AI powered, breed-able/crossbreed-able wildlife that’s populations are based on how much the pack
has be culled, and available food resources for the animals. Animals are able to “temporarily” go
extinct, only returning once its primary food sources are available, and natural predators are
minimized.
Harvestable / Collectable
Flora, Gem Craft Materials Spawn System
NFT Minting / Sync Crafting System
System of player crafted items using in game collectable materials. Crafted items will have real world
NFT assets attached that can be traded and sold in aftermarkets.
Multiuser Rideable Mount System
Rideable mount/vehicles that allow for fast movement across the map, with multiple riders.
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ESTIMATED RELEASE: EARLY 2023
SUPPORT PROJECT: PURCHASE AN NFT FOUNDERS PASS
HTTPS://OPENSEA.IO/BEGUILERS

